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	 Carefully unpack and identify all parts before 	
	 	 assembly. Bulbs are not included.

1. 	 See Fig. 1
	 A. Take one semi-round glass panel, and gently 

slide in and locate inside of main frame. Note both 
ends of glass panel must be located below 
rectangular plates.

	 B. Lock glass panel by gently bending tabs located 
at top and bottom of main frame. 

	 C. Repeat other glass panels.

2. 	 Slide fixture loop and screw onto threaded pipe 
located at top of fixture. 

3. 	 Install glass pane: 
    	 A.  Install a small hex nut onto one end of threaded 

stud, leaving about 3/8" (10 mm) of thread 
exposed.  Screw same end of stud onto coupler 
located at bottom of fixture.  Secure by tightening 
hex nut. 

    	 B.  Slide glass pane and ring together at the same 
time onto the threaded stud.  Lock them into 
position by fastening with a flat washer and small 
hex nut.  IMPORTANT:  Do not over tighten. 

    	 C.  Slide cover through the same threaded stud and 
secure by fastening finial.  IMPORTANT:  Do not 
over tighten.

4. 	 Install bulbs (not included).  See relamping label 
located near socket area for type and maximum 
allowed wattage. 

5. 	 Follow enclosed supplement installation 
instructions for electrical and fixture installation 
onto house outlet box.  If you do not have an outlet 
box at desired location to attach the fixture than 
hire a qualified electrician to create one. 

6. 	 Gently slide metal frame and sit on top of glass 
shade.  Then slip the shade and frame assembly 
through socket until the four pins located at top of 
frame check inside corners of fitter.  Lock them 
into position by sliding spacer tube and then 
fastening counter ring using provided wrench. 
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